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Friends  00:09 

need to speak? in detail you they're here? Yes. 

 

Martin  00:14 

That's very nice. I'm pleased that they are here and hope that we can have an exchange with 

them. Today you extend them are welcome. 

 

Martin  00:40 

Are you suggesting that we should ask questions and we just want to be there with them allow 

us to 

 

Friends  00:57 

little bit different than the usual way to 

 

Martin  01:01 

relate to let the way that you're experiencing it. And let your own spontaneous. Being in 

existence and awareness, takeover, 

 

Friends  01:15 

they were here immediately. He was given permission to speak, and they indicated that they 

wanted me to speak. This was going on how to use air. Give me impressions. Okay. 

 

Martin  01:56 

Do you think this has anything to do with the conversation that we were having in the one prior 

to the session? 

 

Martin  02:27 

What I'm getting is that it might might be a way that they are allowing you to connect with them 

and in a more present way or more conscious way? I don't know. I don't want to make 

interpretations of it. So I'm going to let you stay there with it. And let me know what comes to 

you. 

 

03:01 

Guys, thank you to be with you. 



 

Martin  03:06 

It is very pleasant for us to be in touch with you. We're very pleased. 

 

Friends  03:26 

Can't you 

 

Friends  03:35 

add your request? 

 

Martin  03:43 

We are very grateful that that you do that feels important to us that we are able to 

communicate with you. 

 

Martin  04:03 

Would you like to respond to questions that we have in our learning process? Or do you have 

something you would like for us to know at this time? 

 

Friends  04:16 

We always have something that you would like to know. However, we also are aware that too, 

before we can get to that which we wish to tell you we must get that which you wish to know 

out of the way. Would you say that so is correct. 

 

Martin  04:38 

Seems to me a good way to proceed. Our questions do change and we hope reflect the fact 

that we are learning from the many, many times that we will have received the verbal form of 

pitching and that You represent to us the question in my mind this morning has to do with what 

we have been learning that when we want to know what is what is the nature of reality and we 

have been told and understand that reality is only agreement and as we allow this to enter our 

understanding and practice our expansion of our awareness, I have a question about what the 

meaning is, when I perceive in my environment with my associates, I perceive agreement 

about the nature of reality between myself and and some of my associates and with others of 

mine associates, I seem to perceive a disagreement in the way they see reality and the way I 

am seeing my reality, can you help us to sort this out as it occurs 

 

Friends  06:14 

Earth plain the consciousness that resides within the physical body is divided into many 

divisions. Many of these divisions are in agreements with each other, and many of these 

divisions are not in agreement with each other. One must first get one understanding that can 

be accepted by one's total being you have concepts you need one individual and you project 



this concept, then you find agreement with that individual you take the same concept and you 

go to another individual and there is disagreement. This is what you are referring to. Now, if 

you and reach beyond the concepts and begin to grasp the i d that the concepts are trying to 

portray in their limited function. It would be the same if you went to one individual and said, 

there is a God. And he would say anything there is and you went to another individual and said 

there was a god. And the individual would say, Well, no, I do not believe that. I believe that 

there is something within the universe that functions but it is not an individual entities such as a 

god. Now, you say if you you would say you were in agreement with that individual if you would 

look beyond the conception, because uh, neither of you hold the truth of what the concept 

creator means. And you see, when you began to understand that your concepts are limited, 

they are forms and ways, but they are limited. And when you find a brother that must use the 

same ad, typical word are in there that says the same religion as the same philosophy, rather 

than being able to look at what the individual is saying. You say if the individual says it's in the 

cosmic at the individual says its nature, God is nature. Another individual says God is Allah. A 

God is now represented through to Jesus the Christ. That you see then is where man's 

problems comes in. The giving the acknowledgement of there is something greater than an 

individual in itself is the eye. Now you say this is only one example. But many of your brothers 

and sisters that you are in agreement with they are working from the same eye as you Their 

concepts are different, their backgrounds is different, their education is different. Their 

information on a creator was given differently in their use, their experiences were different, 

they many, many way observed many times, to Earthlings battling it out verbally, and we can 

see that both of them have the same idea. But they are limited, because each you say, will 

become stuck in that concept and what that concept represents to him. Now, all of this, these 

concepts you say are locked in 

 

Friends  10:46 

to the aspect of qualities of man, the aspect of qualities of man, you could say, using the idea 

that they reside within the physical body, they reside within energies that now you think the 

idea of an emotional body, a mental body, a physical body, all of these energies are residing in 

the cells structures. Now, you see, as the cells have a heart, a physical heart, have certain 

characteristics that the liver does not have. And the lungs have certain characteristics that the 

other organs do not have. They are all operating in the same system of the physical body, 

however, and a one could say, well, their purpose would be to, to work together and to form a 

source of consciousness for an individual. Now, you say, if you begin to say that all of these 

organs within your body, even your scientists agree, they are different cells structures, in and 

of themselves, their shapes are different. However, they all belong to the same system. And 

without any of them, you see on a large scale, the entire system, so far as providing everything 

that the human needs to function of, if they are not, if one of them is removed, then the system 

is completely out of focus. And in that sense, you see will die and go into many other 

problems. Now, what you do not seem to understand is that these energies have 



consciousness. And you say, you would say, Oh, well, we know that you've told us that before 

others have told us that, but you see, you still do not fully grasp that and understand it. 

Because you do have to give credibility to these various organs to the cells. You say, Now that 

you know of the aspect of the I DEA of aspects, the eye, DEA of cells had unconscious, as you 

said, Yes, the cells believe the cells have consciousness. Now, what about the the, the 

concepts within your being that knows that man has projected that all of these organs work 

differently, that they are composed of different types of cells, and they do different things? And 

you say, that is the idea that one must grass? And then if you grant that I, you said yes, they all 

have a consciousness. Now also within your being is that they all have different functions. Now 

you've been told of aspects, and you have been told that they all have different functions, they 

do different things. You say, Now one must remove all of the contradictory mental information. 

Because you can't end with a theory of all the cells in the body of the consciousness, you see 

already, you have aspects of qualities that have many questions that have to be asked 

answered before they will accept it. You see, within a part of your ba now you understand that, 

but yet you do not have all the cooperation from the body and the cells. And so thereby It looks 

like a country that you say, Well, I don't understand. theory is good, but how do I put this into 

practical automation theories are useless, if they don't produce something, you say, Man has 

more theories now that he knows what to do with and these 

 

Friends  15:16 

very theories reside within his cells structures, in the form of aspects. And so, you put in a new 

theory or you, you hear something that sounds very nice, and you want it to suddenly become 

part of your being, but you say, we have tried to explain to you that through the processes of 

that, what you call evolution, now, in embedded within the cells, that work on an automatic 

process, you say, you do not tell your heart, when to beat, you do not tell all of your body 

functions, what to do, that is done automatically. Now, they are doing it automatically, that 

keeps your body functioning, and they also cease to do it, which makes your body 

automatically you say, Now, that is what we have been the idea that we've been trying to tell 

you, your body functions on the automatic system, because that has been its experience, the 

aspects that we brought in with the psychology and with the character and the personality of 

the individual is so close, it is associated with the automatic processes, that keep and function 

in the physical body, you cannot separate it is all functioning together, that is your reality, the 

fact that your physical body functions, the fact that within your being is every thought that has 

ever been created, that every theory the knowledge of all disease, the knowledge of life fans, 

what is expected, when a new child instance enters the earth, it automatically grows, it 

automatically goes through the processes of growth of change, young adult adult and middle 

age old age death these are the creations This is inherit it is residing within your physical body, 

they function what you call in voluntarily and auto magically and there is formed within your 

being a state that also has the power to create eight and to maintain a reality what one must 

begin to understand then is that one can maintain all that has been established or one can 



begin to create a another reality. We have told you the what we are which to project here is 

that it cannot be done by attack, because attack you are attacking those very forces that are 

maintaining your physical body, your mental body and your emotional body. You see, now, 

what we are saying to you is that you must find one I do and then you must work with that one 

I do and and make that I dia known to all of the energies within yourself. You see you say 

indeed we understand projection and you say that 

 

Friends  19:59 

you go out and Do you speak to your brother, and there is created a situation that you do not 

like? You say my brother misunderstood me and he's angry at me or vice versa, it's in material 

as to what is being discussed, whether it is even in agreement, when you have a brother agree 

with you, it is the same process as when you have a brother disagree with you. It is the 

agreement that is that is occurring within your own being, and that the various aspects of 

qualities have begin to grasp an idea. And so, there is greater agreement within yourself, the 

greater agreement that you seem to have with your brothers and sisters means that you have 

come to a greater agreement within your own energies. And the same applies to 

disagreements from without, if you have disagreements from without, then it is because there 

are aspects of qualities which are part of the automatic processes. That in one sense, you do 

not have control over on sale, you assume the responsibility and you overcome the automatic 

processes, by I Dears, not by more concepts, they are locked into concepts, it is the concepts 

now, that must go a step further and begin to produce ideas. So that the aspects within 

yourself one, a group of aspects, working within certain organs, that are functioning within 

certain concepts, word usage, if you notice that it is a word that can infuriate you, a word, 

sound a word, if a brother says, I love you, and that word excites you. And if a brother says I 

hate you, and that word depresses you or makes you angry, can you not see that you have 

been the victim of both, if it was an automatic process, and if you are subject to both, then you 

have two different aspects of qualities within Oregon's holding our of Oregon within the organs 

of your body, that can run the anger through your body, the adrenaline, whatever name you 

wish to call it, and cause that distinction and burn up energy that should be in agreement. 

When you have anger. There is a battle going on, within your energies in your body. You say 

and you must grasp the idea that a word has power over you. A brother can say I do not agree 

and you become angry. Our brother says I agree and you become elated. You see, you must 

begin to recognize. Now, you see one just one premise, one hypothesis even that you can hold 

and make it be true for everything, if you say I do not understand projections that I project my 

reality out on the world then grasp that idea and do not say it applies to one thing and not the 

other, it must apply to every word sight sound that you perceive as being inside. If then you 

agree that it is inside, then you begin began to work within the aspect of qualities, these 

aspects that are maintaining the automatic processes within your being and you see they are 

conditioned and function on that would use the as preceding from outside now, you must 

understand you must have now and I dia that we'll be able to reach you say we are aware of 



the confusion within the aspect of qualities. We are working with this individual. We deal and 

we see and you save we cannot destroy these aspects of qualities. We must 

 

Friends  25:00 

Bring them I ideas. So that each in your end, if you say, well what is the end outcome would be 

that none of them would be destroyed, but they would all be understanding. And working 

together, you say, if you must destroy your brother's idea in order to make you as real. Now 

you see, take that idea inside, if an aspect is maintained, and an Oregon and it's working, and 

that is its purpose and it it thinks that it must do and protect in order to maintain and do its job. 

And another organ says, I'm the boss, I know best, then there is a battle between the two 

organs, this is your disease. You say, this is the same as when you you fight with your brothers 

and sisters more you say now as you begin to begin to grasp ideas, you can see that a 

battlefield where there is energy going back and forth whether they be in bombs, bullets, 

spears, all fire my friend verbally. You say there is destruction occurring. Now you say if you 

could rise above that and see the brothers from one country and the brothers from another 

country and rise further and further and get further and further away. Then you could begin to 

say well, this looks like two organs. Now the brothers from this country look like the the Oh 

yes, they are the cells of the stomach. And oh well these brothers from the other country, 

they're no longer men. But now they are cells. They're taking off but they're different than the 

other brother because they maintain the heart. And so now you are looking at ideas that oh 

why are they destroying each other? What don't Can't they see that they are both needed to 

maintain the balance of the earth you see now you can say that that the brothers on one side 

of the earth are living and doing it a certain way the brothers on the other side then you see 

them began to take battle you say now if you could rise further and further away, you would 

see an energy you would say energies around the earth plane the earth plane then would 

become an energy you would not see the water in the earth and you would begin to see then 

something quite different. And you would begin to see that it well. My goodness it looks like all 

of the individuals on the earth plane ourselves. And that these different lines are the they're the 

people that some people black but no these are cells that's doing something quite different. But 

why are the black cells destroying the white cells? We believe you have a disease where the 

white and the red corpuscles have battle you say that okay can you see the black man in the 

white man fighting himself is so you must suppress progress these ideas of then you would 

say well okay indeed and I will accept the idea of projection Okay, all right, I will agree that my 

reality is within my hope. And you see if you say that you will accept that if you take that one 

eye and do not forget it but apply it to everything beyond concepts, he will begin to see how 

the how many different ideas that you have, that are in disagreement with this idea. Now, if you 

have concepts that are in disagreement with this, such as I know, my brother is outside, I 

perceive my reality is outside it would be very nice to agree that I create my own reality. But I 

have all this evidence that you see the evidence that you are receiving from outside is coming 

from inside. But the inside concepts do not know it. The aspects don't know it because they've 



got too much information now that says it came from outside, as we said, your mother, your 

father, all of your teachers. 

 

Friends  29:56 

Get a switch all of that Once again 1520 3040 5060 years says it's coming from outside. Now, 

the idea metaphysically and philosophically is terrific. My reality is within everything comes 

from within. Because all of the aspects within the Oregon's cannot go along with this because 

there's not agreement because if they cease to function automatically you do not have enough 

consciousness yet to maintain those organs. So, they cannot turn everything over to you at this 

moment in time, if your total being was given to you, do you have the ability to have all of your 

body functions work? Would you know do are the aspects that are working automatically? If 

they see and say okay, you do it? Can you do it? Do you realize that you split your 

consciousness throughout the day that you first agree with this and then agree with that you 

best not turn loose of your automatic processes until you know what to do with them. And that 

does the same function of the emotions and the mental that will which stage maintains your 

mental stability cannot turn everything over to you, they would put you in the insane asylum. 

Because you do not have agreement yet you do not have an idea that has the understanding 

and the ability yet. Now, you see that has been told to you by that which is called the 

progression of consciousness simple consciousness. You say that are those on the earth 

plane in different things? You You have this all divided. self consciousness is Oh, well, there's 

simple consciousness, you see that simple consciousness? That you say? Well, I'm certainly 

glad I'm not in the simple consciousness stage. In one sense, is your automatic processes. 

You say? No, then you say oh, well I have self consciousness, I am and then I have self 

consciousness. But then you say, Now, you find that that is quite limited to because the self 

consciousness is not really able to understand and to maintain and take over the full 

consciousness that you said you're running into a problem? Yeah, because there's so many 

names to these ideas and processes, you take one process that you divided and subdivided, 

then you have divided that within yourself. You do not know whether the simple consciousness 

is the subconscious, the automatic, how will you say well, no, the the subconscious is different 

from the autonomic nervous system. However, the autonomic nervous system has a whole 

bunch of systems in there. And you say, these ideas are part they are in you, they are there. 

And you come and throw in to all of these systems that has all of this learned knowledge. And 

you walk in one day and you say to all these systems, everything comes from within its way it's 

not coming from without everything comes from within. Would they look at you like you're 

crazy, you say they said What is this character trying to do? That would be a tiny little aspect. 

You say that that could be now the aspect are perhaps it has been be the aspect that would be 

that which you say is you and you say to this channel, 

 

Friends  34:41 



one could say why don't you be yourself? Well, indeed, who is this channel? Who is this 

channel? Is this channel? You said? Well, this channel is imec of course and you say Hello, 

this is me see, stable, dependable in full control whatever that means, you say and so, then 

you say, you within yourself form an idea, you project that you say from energies that is all still 

coming from within that you say, we have tried to say to you that I am EC, and we have literally 

tried to demonstrate is composed of many aspects of qualities. And these aspects of qualities 

are constantly interpolated you have never seen that would you would even if you could 

assume to be MVC, because you have never known that which would be yourself, you had 

seen the various ideas, various characteristics you have formed throughout your life, many 

different things, and ways that you would like to be, you have been told that you were a good 

boy that you were a bad boy that you were good look at that you were fat that you were skinny 

that you were tall, you have engaged with, and interacted with many females with many males. 

These are all aspects of qualities within yourself, that you do not know, you do not know them, 

you deny them so they are projected outside yourself. Because you say that you are must 

perform something, but you don't quite know what, because it's the beginning of your being 

there has been to use the word projected onto you. Be yourself. And there was the little boy or 

little girl who stood looking in wandering. Oh, I can't be myself. So they go. And they go in the 

kitchen and they proceed to make cookies. And then someone says, What are you doing 

making a mess? And the youngster may say, I'm being myself, Well, you're not going to be 

yourself here in my kitchen, you say? So now if you grasp the idea that you do not know, but 

you who you are, but you said it has become very important that you must bring into being 

something to maintain, if you do not bring in something that you can carry beyond to a heaven 

even to a hell you think hell guarantees existence? You wonder how can people hold on to the 

idea of Heaven and Hell, but you say even to burn in hell means that you're doing something, 

it's a guarantee of life after death. You see it you understand that? The reincarnation that 

heaven hell, all of this is something that that energy flow, the energy flow, that you put a label 

on, that is a conglomerate of energies, again, to give you an idea, we explain it this way. And 

you must say, I think this I do that you see that you're holding on to that because without it and 

without it, being able to go to heaven to hell or to reincarnate you are lost. That is what we see. 

That aspect of quality 
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that is being formed as all of the other aspects of qualities have been formed, that are within 

you, you see that which one calls a personality in that sense, namely, Obtaining that stability 

will and is as effective it becomes part of that would you call the collective subconscious 

whether then it's aspect of qualities becomes split and support all you see within your organs 

now, all of those that are working automatically and voluntarily are hooked on are hooked in to 

the collective subconscious, they see they maintain their balance from these energies that 

would you call yourself is like a tiny spark within this collective subconscious, and it is all as if 

all of these other forces appear to have more energy. And so, you are at war with them 



because you are alienated from them, and they are alienated from you. And they have become 

alienated because of the aspect of qualities because they do not know any longer that they are 

part of the whole and that's the heart is needed. And the lungs are needed alongside without 

me all would die. And it becomes as you would say egotistical. And the heart says Haha, well 

you can breathe all the air you want to and if I don't pump you've had it you say the kidneys 

says work apparently you guys don't forget about me. You know, I'm just as important as you 

are. You guys can think that you're more info. And there are many jokes on the earth plane 

about the bowels, you know, which is usually at the lowest in the totem pole, you say and that 

which it functions is very important. And yet you say its function is ridiculed and made jokes 

over what you see it has a tremendous sense of humor, because it knows that if it ceases to 

function, everything else will blow up. You see. So, you see here now, if you take this idea and 

then you use the projection idea, then you see your brothers and sisters in some table is more 

important than you or more important than you You see, can you see that oh is important. You 

see, when they all are given equality, when they all are equal. And one is no longer pitted 

against the other. You say even so, within your organs, you see you You do not realize it in the 

cells, the organs depending on which idea you would wish to use. Sometimes there are groups 

of organs that gang up on other groups of organs, to say we believe that you call that having 

allies as a man goes around the Earth getting allies, getting groups of people to come together 

to destroy other groups of people. Well indeed when your physical, when a physical organ in 

your body becomes diseased when you have accidents there are energies within yourself that 

have come to disagreement with those other energies, who say it is taken says no. That is 

what happens. When you seek to destroy or attack your brothers and sisters. 
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There is an equal attack within your being it has to be if you agree that everything is projection 

and you say if you hold the one idea that Everything is projection and you feel like striking your 

brother or sister if that idea is fixed and that which would be you wishes and has finally said I 

will make peace then is when you realize that that disagreement is because of an idea that is 

in disagreement with the idea of projection it is not coming from your brothers and sisters, it 

first comes from within and is projected out now, you say that is very good philosophical 

bullcrap, but how can I get into these ideas? Well, but why should we tell you again we have 

told you that you must get into this space of bringing these energies into a state now, you can 

call it meditation you can call it whatever, but when that state truly occurs that will be 

something 
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to reach beyond it to be able to grasp the ideas now, we have given you illustrations and we 

have brought you to the point we can have an agreement with you and that you live in a 

polarity world now, more or less within your total being that pretty much can be agreed upon 

everything is opposite there is an opposite to everything. And you say this is an as effective 



agreement okay. We finally got something that perhaps all of the energies can agree on. There 

seems to be some difficulty in agreeing on projection, you say you will have some agreements 

and some disagreements with this. So, if you say all right, we do agree pretty much with a 

whole energies the polarities, now you say in you, you can agree you can grasp the idea of 

polarities male, female, Oh, yes. All right, that is a great positive negative, okay. That's your 

two poles king queen of K. You say there now begins to be agreement and out Aha. Now, how 

can you have an in and out if everything comes from within gotcha there. Now, you say this is 

what the intellect of this is again, the battles This is why I cannot be in complete agreement 

with all of the energies. So, you must bring in the idea. And you must also say that we are 

dealing with ideas through concepts. Agreed, alright. You have been a right and a left, okay, 

that that agrees with the king and the queen? polarities. There's no disagreement, no matter 

how you say it. male female right, left or right left hemisphere, the brain is divided into two man 

has a physical and a spiritual. Okay, now we're getting somewhere. We're starting to deal 

here. Now in the world of polarities, that can be some agreements here. Do you have an inside 

and outside everything comes from within? Alright, let's see what we can do with that. Oh, 

there must be another agreement here. Okay, I thought there was a catch to that. Alright, what 

the other agreement is an unknown source and an nomes source that has been called many 

things. It's been given many, many names. unknown source, uncreated energy. That one 

recognition that even man and his aspects seem willing answer to the aspects believe that the 

energy comes from that which is you say aspects is I cannot function unless my Creator, which 

is in this case I mec acknowledges me. You say, keep the idea, big, little above as low. So you 

said all right now we're back to the three points of the triangle, right left the world of polarity 

and that source of uncreated force of God, of whatsoever. Now, do you agree with that usually 

every aspect within your being must agree with that, because no matter what you call it, there 

is a source of life Your aspects cannot express themselves cannot create anything without 

your okay. And if you want to call it, that's all right to what you say all that you create comes 

from you, which means that that since then you are the creator. So you are the uncreated for 

so far as your aspects are concerned. So you say there's a right there's the left and there's an 

uncreated force. 
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We've spoken to you also, in that the physical world is a creation, in and of itself, that there are 

other creations outside of the physical world, aside and apart from and is not the uncreated 

force, but is maintained by the uncreated force. That which is the uncreated force enters into 

the eye, of polarities, which is a thought process. It is a creation, created by energy energies 

using the uncreated force, as its level of maintenance, everything created from it then, is 

maintained by that force. Because that force is the essence of it, everything that is created in 

and after it also is given the same power to create, but you would call it in a limited way, 

because it is so important and always to its creator, your thoughts are subordinate to you, you 

are subordinate to other to the uncreated energy. Before you are in support into the uncreated 



energy, you are now in the energies of the world of polarities, which is a creative reality. So 

you are subordinate to it. But while you are in it, you also maintain the same ability to co create 

which is what you have done with your thoughts and your reality now. The uncreated force 

going into the world, of polarities, you can grasp this idea in and out projection, subjection, let 

us say for the sake of an idea, that, that what you would call the king is that, which is the 

flowing of force, that is say that that which would be the queen is that source, that we have 

also called the moon, again is the sun, the queen is the moon, we have said that that which 

gives life is the that has been given to the sun. It is the king, we have said that which has been 

given to the Queen through that which is been projected outwardly as the moon is that 

magnetic power, which has to do with all the magnetism with adhesion the holding together the 

bonding force, we have said that that which is the sun and that which is the king is a never 

ceasing flow of energy. We have said that that Which is the queen that which is the moon 

projected out is something that in your terms the best words would be cannot ever be 

changed, cannot ever be moved. And that is again now subdivided and is your gravity, it is 

your occasion forces is it is that which finds together. Now, if you can take these ideas, these 

concepts and began to say this and then we would say, what should be occurring, with your 

right and your left with your king and your queen is a life giving force, that would you call 

projection is supposed to be and experiencing of consciousness of it is not, and was not ever 

intended in that sense, to become stabilized. 
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If it did not, if it had not become stabilized, and was not being projected, it would be what you 

call a conscious awareness. Now, the flow of life giving energy that we said you have projected 

and given to the sun, as projecting it's creating life is in essence, that energy which should ever 

be flowing. Now, you see, if something is flowing, it never stops. Now, awareness would be 

observing, now, without fixing, without holding without maintaining awareness would be that 

which is you, as the uncreated force flows through that which would be you your awareness. 

Now, is it it is it and you're in the physical body, that uncreated force flows through that which 

is you, in the physical reality, it becomes divided as it enters into the world of polarities. Now, 

the creator of the physical world created this, the intention was that you fluid D, and observer, 

you would have an awareness of an interplay between that light flow, which never stops, which 

is the moon again, and that which never moves and never changes. And you say, if you do this 

intellectually, you're stopped right here, if to take the idea. Because you could say, it's 

impossible for something never to move. Well, it's not impossible, if the idea even exists, you 

cannot have an idea, that is impossible, if you will think about that. So, now, for to use your 

words again and in concepts, you have a right you have a left inkling, whatever. Now, what is 

that which has been spoken of as eternal. The other is that all that elbow was, is and God is 

never changing. They used to in one sense, these these two are contradictory, unless you look 

at the idea, and then unless you now nipply, and priests pre see these two ideas, and see that 

without the other the other cannot manifest the physical world. Now, as we said, your organs in 



your body are dependent on each other, for this creation to maintain itself harmoniously. the 

right and the left are equally deep pendant, one is not any more important than the other, the 

king is one flow of energy in and of itself, the queen is one energy in and of itself, neither one 

of them has the capacity to create the physical world with out each other. The king is not more 

important than the queen, the queen is not more important, because I tell that on ceasing flow 

of energy merges with that which can never be moved. When these two come together, there 

is created times space without them together, there is no time space as you proceed it and the 

physical reality. 
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Here again is when an overcoming of concepts and as spective qualities, and that one is more 

important than the other, to worship the sun and ignore the moon, you create within your being 

because then every cell in you and in every organ and in every system in equal proportion, 

there is the life of the king and the solidness the easiness of the Queen that makes the 

manifestation and if you withdraw the energies of the Queen there is dissolving and if you 

withdraw the energies of the king, the light force is gone. Now, you see, when you begin to 

even remove on your aspect of qualities as the king in the Queen are no longer battling and 

the positive and the negative. True truly lose that concept of one is better than the other. Then 

when I begin to be a unification, that which is you that which is all awareness will be able to 

see the inner exchange of the king and the queen with no projections you will be able to see 

them, but it will be as a continuous there will be no fixation you say that again is the idea of 

resistance to change. Now, what occurred and the evolution of man in the right and the left 

hemispheres was that there began to be a division of the king and the queen the right and the 

left you could say the intellectual and the spiritual, it doesn't matter. You can use all the words 

terms so long as you maintain the idea because the idea can only be divided in opposites 

anyway. He intellect the queen, the ninja gather to let us make concepts. Let us write them let 

us say them. Let us hold the concepts as truth using the Queen's energy to maintain to make 

sure that I survive after death. We'll bond energies in memories, how many times have you 

heard that? How many monuments around the Earth, you even put monuments up to those 

aspects of qualities that you say are 
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cruel. 
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those entities, those expressions, you honor them, and you give them much energy, even if 

that which you say is given him as a negative energy. But you hold it doesn't make any 

difference whether it's positive or negative, you support it. It's still part of the earth plane. 

However, now, the idea there was an imbalance in the right and the left you walk in a world of 

total fraud section, you say that you have subjective ability, you are so locked in that your 



world of projection has become fixed. No longer is the life flow. Have the king able to flow 

through the queen, and equalize and balance because everything is fixed, and you cannot see 

anything new. If it wasn't said before, if it isn't substantiated by history, they'll begin to take on 

this man no longer puts any credibility in his creative force. Because now there are aspects 

that call it imagination. The creative ability, the moving through the energies of the queen, the 

change cannot occur, because you must maintain your past. If Einstein said it, it's true. But if 

I'm some unknown entity says it. You wouldn't be dumb enough to put any credibility in that 

there is you see that says there is no more creativeness. And that is why you must you see 

without realizing it. Look for that what you call proof. You don't even know what proof is, 

because you look for your proof. But what is written now or what has been said and is now 

assumed to be true. When you weren't even living in those areas of times face in the reality 

that you are now in that which would be your personality. But yet you believe you see, now you 

believe it because you can't help it because it's as spectively inside yourself. Do you see the 

energies within yourself are as effective because they can't help it because you have been 

now in a world of total projection. That was the philosopher's say, become aware. When you 

become aware, you will see things different you will not receive confirmation of the fixed 

qualities. How can we ever show you something new? If you immediately want to put it back 

and fix it and place it and you we continue to try and you continue to ask the questions and you 

continue. And you see we understand. We can see what is going on in your energies. How can 

we began to tell you that you are part of a greater energy as long as you are projecting out 

thirdly on the physical if you cannot see that you project out Do your brothers and your sisters 

How can you become part of a larger scheme? How can you become part of something that 

must reach beyond and that is where that is where we find ourselves 
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in dealing in that what you would say other realities experiencing new things reaching out 

beyond, we cannot get through to the life flow because, there is an in balance and the king and 

the queen, there is an imbalance in the right and the left. And so, we go in and we deal with 

balancing out through concepts and, and your time space, it is a long process, it is a long, long 

process, as each works towards this, the aspects that connected lives of all in the end, from 

there where we speak, we are also connected to you the aspects being in to that which is now 

the collective subconscious, there is the teaching going on a knowing going on. As each 

person works with them selves and the ideas within themselves become incorporated the 

same aspects that supported you. You now support and they then in turn, that is the changing 

of the consciousness on the earth, through each individual, within and as they change their 

energies within. It is the collective subconscious energies and then add that will be then when 

in what you call your projections from in without will there began then to be born within you 

new understandings and new knowledge, you will then see projected out on the earth plane, 

babies coming into the earth playing with much knowledge. You see it is still projection, if you 

hold the first premise true, if you project that what you call evil, then as you bring your energies 



into being and are on the earth plane, you will bear witness to babes entering the earth plane 

with as spective qualities that are harmonized. Do you see it can only be done from within 

each individual and as each individual harmonizes and balances out the right to left the king 

and the queen as there are as spective qualities then born within them. That would you call 

higher intelligence like you there will be born then within you. energies that you call many 

things and then it will begin to be projected. It will come from within yourself as you project out 

The function of the game is to flow unceasingly giving that what you call life, the function of the 

queen is to bring together magnetically 
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these creations and to then release them. So that there is a constant creativeness taking place 

on the physical world, a flower and it's true sense always exists, it doesn't have to stay fixed. 

And you see that is where then the understanding, of to be able to release all of the fears, all of 

the doubts, all of the concern, to allow the life force to flow and has exploding and your 

consciousness is experienced in it, the queen is creating moment, by moment your reality 

fresh and new, every second of your being, she creates it, she brings her energies together. 

And the whole world is drawn together with her magnificent ability to heal and pull together 

flowing freely with the king's energy flowing through. So that he flows and she creates and she 

dances and she comes together in various manifestations and immediately again into another 

manifestation she never changes, she is always the same. And when she and the king come 

together there is those arrangements they have been slowed down, they are now in the time 

space, they still enter react, it is what you call the slowing down process the process of 

dissolving rust change, erosion, disease or change changes. Now take on many names in 

many forms. But every we must use this term every second she is creating new, it is your 

projections that maintain the old if you were to cease to project, it is called to cease thinking it 

is called to know nothing It is called to see a new to walk out into the day and have no 

concepts of names, no expectations, to see the glorious spectacle of the king and the queen 

coming together you would see and perceive that which has no name. But with then being 

man, he would immediately give it a name and it would become fixed. But that is quite alright 

too. Because in the real scheme of things, your reality does not exist except in your own mind. 

But we perceive the energies of the king and the queen quite differently than you do. That this 

is your creation now, that what you call your reality and it is quite interesting it is quite 

enjoyable. And it is quite alright to spend eternity here if you so wish. It is a never ending 

arrangement. We would say do not fear that man will destroy the Earth. Man did not create it 

and he cannot destroy it. The energies will always be what they are the king and the queen or 

not man creations, he has created his projections upon, he can destroy his projections, which 

is indeed what we are saying, for you to do, if you wish to change your reality, but man will 

never be able to destroy the energies behind 
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that which allows the creation of the physical world. But there are others who are preceding 

these energies and quite a nother reality and in many different ways. You see, you think that 

this cannot be if you are doing it in your way. And here again, is when you begin to realize that 

the aspects that maintain your physical body are also maintaining your mental body, and that 

you are in a constant state of projection. And it is quite normal for you to believe that 

everything comes from without, in this state, we say to you, that is because there is an 

imbalance and you are proceeding from the queen, fixed, and you are not preceding the life 

force. And you have given now, both of these qualities away. You project them now externally 

to the sun, and the moon. And it is all done automatically for you now, and in its automatic 

processes, you are in that sense victims, to what man has created prior to you. But you are 

given also the knowledge and the choice to free yourself from the projections of the past. If you 

have the courage and believe that you are eternal, and you do not need a heaven or hell, you 

do not need a place to go to, you do not need read Iranian Carnage, you say when you reach 

this point, then you will be imbalanced with the king and the queen. When you see the king 

and the queen, in their pure energy, you will know yourself your consciousness then will go 

from that which you call the simple the self conscious, it has been called the cosmic 

consciousness, the states of enlightenment. But you say if you are aware of another state, that 

reaches beyond men self consciousness, that idea can also grass put you in a state of not 

knowing. And you see if the aspects are placed in a state of not knowing they panic until you 

yourself, have enough consciousness to balance out and to say I am in a state of self 

consciousness, but it is limited. And now I must also reach out and an accepting that there is 

another state of cosmic state a state higher than indeed I must walk that road in in what you 

call them not knowing going into the not knowing and the aspects you say without ideas to 

work with. without some safety factor cannot step out into that unknown state. So you say if 

you begin to work with ideas, and you take one idea and find agreement with all of your 

aspects, and then began to work, all the ridiculous, ridiculous this of saying that my world is 

created inside and having the time space illusion additive outside will one day be perfectly 

natural to you. We can see that. And we can promise you that. We cannot give it to you. We 

cannot force it upon you. But we can say to you that it is there. And we can say to you take 

one day at a time. Work with ideas and see how one word has power over you and be happy It 

is too serious because you say it is eternal there is no path the queen is making a new 

manifestation with the king every second 
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if you feel comfortable with the old you can maintain the old if you want the new it is there 

waiting for you in glorious expectations. Dare you be an explorer? Dare you come back from 

these other realms and tell of your fantasies. fantasies indeed, who is living in a fantasy this 

would be something for you to meditate on. Thank you and good day. 
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Thank you very much and good day to you. Okay, I'll remind us now that when you reach the 

count of one you will be totally in your body and everything harmonized and functioning and 

well grounded wide awake alert. Nine. see one another that grounding channel. Yeah, okay. 

Shall we let Peter come bring you out now? 
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Okay. All right. 
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That's the end of tape. 


